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Students v.s. the new Facebook

FLIK food
Monday with Mitch prices
are

Best selling author, Mitch Albom,
shares his inspirations on success on the rise
Mike Randa
Staff Reporter
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Dennis Conrad
Staff Reporter

Best-selling author Mitch Albom
drew in students, faculty, and com
munity niembers to pack the Edgerton
Center for the Performing Arts on
Monday, kicking off the Student
Affairs Lecture Series at Sacred Heart
University.

With the cost of just about every
thing going up these days. Sacred Heart
University students now have another
concern to add to that list; FLIK.
The prices have in fact risen this
past year and have caused distress
upon the some of the students.

Mitch Albom is the best selling

author of international bestselling
books such as “Tuesdays with Morrie;
an Old Man, a Young Man, and Life’s
Greatest Lesson,” “The Five People
you Meet in Heaven,” and “For One
More Day.”
Albom addressed the university
with two separate lectures, one at 3
pm and one at 7 pm. Both times were
nearly sold out.
According to his official web
site, Albom’s books have collectively
sold over 26-million copies world
wide, have been published in 41 ter
ritories and in 42 languages around
the world, and have been made into
Emmy Award-winning and criticallyacclaimed television movies.
In his addresses to the crowds,
Albom spoke of his relationship with
his late Brandeis professor Morrie
Schwartz, who died from the neurodegenerative disease ALS, also
known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, which
became the foundation for his memoir
“Tuesdays with Morrie.” The book has
sold 12-million copies in more than 50
editions around the globe.

Mitch Albom, author of “Tuesdays with Morrie,” “the Five People You Meet in
Heaven,” and “For One More Day,” speaks to the large audience about the rea
sons why he became a writer.

Albom also touched on the ispiration he drew from his family for the
cores of “The Five People You Meet
in Heaven” and “For One More Day,”
saying that he regularly incorporates
his own true-life.
Both audiences sat intently hooked
on Albom’s every word, laughing at
his anecdotes and moved by his stories
of love, family, redemption, and hope.
The audiences were made up of
all ages, from freshman to seniors, and

faculty members to community mem
bers dl waiting to hear one of their
favorite authors speak.
Albom held a book singing after
each lecture with a line that reached
from the stage all the way out to the
main lobby at the Edgerton Center.
Senior Melissa lellimo attended
both the 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. lecture.
“I’ve read both Tuesdays with
Morrie and The Five People You Meet
in Heaven and was impacted so greatly

toof,^ ,5^d senior Molly Rosa.
“Biiyin^Riittple lunch may cost you
over 13 dollars.”
FLIK is the main source of food
on campus for some students, and they
have to rely on their meal plans lasting
them the entire semester.
“What’s frustrating about FLIK
is that students have no choice but
to obey by their prices,” said Rosa.
“Luckily, with the change of being
able to use our SHU cards elsewhere,
it gives students more of an option
than resorting to an old grilled chicken
sandwich for 8 dollars.”
It’s very simple from the student’s
standpoint to point the finger at the Flik
administration for the cost increase,
but the situation goes beyond that.
“Food prices have gone up sim
ply due to inflation,” said Khawaja
Mamum, assistant professor of busi
ness economics. “In the last year
we have experienced 5.6 percent
inflation. This means anything that
was 100 dollars last year now costs
See ECONOMIC STRAIN on page 3...-

See CHANGE on page 3...
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——— News---------SHU sophomore battles liver disease with a
little help from her friends and fellow students
Leslie Bradshaw
Staff Reporter
Alison Cubbellotti seems like an average sopho
more at Sacred Heart University. She lives on cam
pus, goes to class and hangs out with her friends.
Cubbellotti is not your average Sacred Heart
student. She has been battling a chronic liver disease
for the past 10 years and has been working to raise
funds to find a cure.
“I was diagnosed with Primary Sclerosing
Cholangitis when 1 was nine,” said Cubbellotti, “So,
I am on my tenth year with this disease.”
According to liverfoundation.org. Primary
Sclerosing Cholangitis (PSC) is a “long-term...dis
ease that slowly damages the bile ducts inside and
outside the liver,” and can sometimes lead to liver
failure.
“Usually people need a transplant with this
disease after 10 years, but 1 have not come to the
point where 1 need one right away,” said Cubbellotti.
“1 have met with the transplant team at Yale New
Haven Hospital so that if something were to happen,
I am ready to have the transplant.”
While Cubbellotti is not in need of a transplant
yet, she has been proactive by working with the
American Liver Foundation (ALF) to raise sup
port and funding for the research of a cure for PSC.
According to Cubbellotti’s Web site for the ALF, she,
along with family and friends has helped to raise
over 15-thousand dollars.
Cubbellotti is also involved with the Liver Life
^^}Valk and trieS-..tQ..increase awarene.>ii< aiid DromotC-.^
the importance of liver wellness, as well as raise
funds to help fight liver diseases.
Sunday, Sept. 14 marked the third year that

Cubbellotti’s team, “Ali’s Angels,” has participat
ed in this event. “Ali’s Angels” is comprised of
Cubbellotti’s friends and family.
This year they made a banner and T-shirts to
distinguish the team from others who are involved
with the 5K walk around Rentschler Field in East
Hartford.
The Sacred Heart cheerleading team was also

“S/ie is ancCs(iouIcf

Be a Biige roCe model on
fioyv to dive your Cifefor
many students Here at
SddU,'' saidTeCvi.
present and offered their support for the second year
in a row.
Although the Liver Life Walk has passed,
Cubbellotti is still looking for support from the
Sacred Heart community to continue to raise aware
ness for PSC. She has been in touch with student
government to expand her service into the Sacred
Heart campus.
“As a Student Government we are more than
williiiR tg try and raise support for
theAmerican Liver Foundation. Student Government
wants to be able to help any student who is [in] similar situations,” said Matt Telvi, student government

president.
Telvi also said something that Cubbellotti’s fam
ily can attest to, “Alison is a wonderful person who
is willing to help others in whatever they need help
in.”
“My sister is an inspiration, she really is,” said
Stephen Cubbellofi, Alison’s brother. He pointed
out that she works hard in the nursing program at
Sacred Heart so that one day she can help people in
her position.
“She is and should be a huge role model on how
to live your life for many students here at SHU,”
said Telvi.
Cubbellotti hopes to use her illness and engage
ment with the ALF and the Sacred Heart community
to inspire others to support this cause.
“If she doesn’t show the potential of the human
spirit, I don’t know who does,” said Stephen.
Cubbellotti is asking for the help of Sacred
Heart, calling them to show their support and go to
her Web site, go.liverfoundation.org/goto/AlisAngels
to learn more about her work with the ALF and send
in donations.
“I know that times are tough and money isn’t as
easy to move and I’m sure we’ve all heard that ‘even
a little bit helps’ but it really does,” said Stephen.

Issues on campus? Exciting events?
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WSHU radio receives multiple journalism awards
Two reporters also receive first place honors from the Conn. Associate Press
Shannon lanni
Assistant News Editor
Listen up.
WSHU, Sacred Heart University’s non-profit,
on-campus, public radio station, was recently award
ed eight state journalism awards.
The two first prize awards, given to Erik Campano
and Craig LeMoult, two of WSHU’s reporters, were
from the Connecticut Associated Press Broadcasters
Association. The six other awards received by
WSHU reporters were from the Connecticut Society
of Professional Journalists.
WSHU, broadcasting in high definition, is
Sacred Heart’s source of National Public Radio
[NPR], reporting local news, pop-culture issues, as
well as classical music and campus broadcasts.
“One of WSHU’s priorities over the lasf couple
of years has been to strengthen our local news
department, which we have been able to do thanks to
the Local News Initiative Fund and some generous
individual donors,” said George Lombardi, WSHU’s
general manager, on the Sacred Heart Web site.
“What it meant, first of all, was getting a couple
more reporters in the field, but more important, giv
ing them the resources and the training necessary to
bring the quality of our local reports up to the level
that you would hear on a national report.
Campano and LeMoult, the two first prize
recipients of awards from the Associated
Press, were both entered into the category of
enterprise and features for their stories.

Campano’s story dealt with the controvery sur
rounding, James Hgnry Q’Rourke’s, a late baseball
Hallof-Famer, Bridgeport home. Craig LeMoult
wrote a two-part series of the price of heating homes
with oil.
“I think it’s phenomenal that we were honored
with these awards,” said Lombardi. “While we have
been pleased with the positive, informal feedback
we’ve been getting from our listeners, it’s always
nice to receive formal recognition, especially from
our peers.”
WSHU’s station, 91.1, has a signal that broad
NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO
casts in Conn, from Norwalk up to Danbury. The sta
tion can also be heard in northern Suffolk County
in Long Island also.
Naomi Starobin, WSHU’s news director,
states on the Sacred Heart Web site that she
appreciates the honor as recognition of the hard
work of the station staff.
“It kind of says what I already knew: that
they are talented reporters with good ideas and
they know how to carry them out,” she says.
“Any time you do a story, especially a good one,
you work very hard to find the right people to
talk with, to structure the story in a way that’s
accurate and compelling for the listener, and to ,
create something that gives our listeners some
thing new, something they didn’t know, and
something that they’re happy to find out about
The Spectrum/Photo illustration by Zack Lane
something that’s important in their lives.”
WSHU NPR is located on the outskirts of campus and
broadcasts the local Conn, area
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Contact News Editor Carli-Rae Panny; Pannyc@sacredheart.edu

Habitat for Humanity camping for
a cause at the eigth annual sleep out
vided safe, affordable homes to more
than 1 million people,” said Corso.
Besides camping out all night in
Poverty and homelessness are cardboard boxes, participants seek
worldwide problems, but the Sacred donations from family, friends, profes
Heart University chapter of Habitat sors and roommates to contribute to
for Humanity, a non-profit housing the cause.
“The night of the event we will
organization, is doing something about
also
do a dorm-storm where we go
them.
On Friday, Sep. 19 from 7 p.m. to 7 through the residence halls and ask
a.m. Habitat for Humanity will be hav students for any spare change,” said
ing their annual overnight sleepover. senior Kaitlin Mulqueen, president of
It will be held on the patio outside of the campus chapter of Habitat.
The goal of the fundraiser is to
Flik to raise funds and awareness on
make people realize that there is a
these issues.
“Habitat for Humanity is a non housing crisis, and not just across the
profit Christian organization that globe, but even two minutes from cam
works towards eliminating poverty and pus in Bridgeport.
“It feels great to know that these
homelessness throughout its work,”
said senior Lauren Corso, fundraising people can have their own homes
co-chair of Habitat for Humanity. “As because of the work I do,” said junior
the Sacred Heart chapter we provide Kelly Gvoth.
“Our hope is that students will
the labor on the weekends to Habitat of
Ceastal Fairfield County and also plan come to the sleep-out and leave real
various events and fundraisers to raise izing that there are homeless people
in Bridgeport that sleep outside every
awareness of our cause.”
This is the eighth annual “sleep- night, and that it is one of our goals to
eliminate that and work towards creat
out” on campus for Habitat.
“It’s a lot of fun, we just hang out, ing a better Bridgeport by being part of
make s’mores, play football, board Habitat,” said Corso.
The club will be selling s’mores
games, but usually don’t fall asleep,”
for one dollar and encourage people to
said junior Kristina Gvoth.
Last year’s turn-out rose close to stop by for the fun.
On the night of the event the group
15-hundred dollars, but the goal this
year of 25-hundred dollars.
. - will “Dorm-Storm,” and collect spare
Phyllis Machledt, former direc change from any students who are in
tor of service-learning and volunteer willing to donate.
“We always get a good amount
programs at Sacred Heart, has agreed
to match up to 25-hundred dollars of of money by doing this as well, ” said
Mulqueen. “We will be starting at
donations made.
The money raised at the sleepover 7p.m. on Friday and staying outside
will help Habitat to build more houses until 7a.m. on Saturday. We also hope
that tons of people stop by and ask us
in and around the Bridgeport area.
“Habitat has built more than what we are doing. That is how the
250 thousand houses [in the greater word about Habitat gets out!”
Bridgeport community] and has pro-

Ines Cenatiempo
Staff Reporter

Students feel economic
strain on their meal plans
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

105.60-dollars.”
According to Mamum, the increase
in inflation is due to an increase in oil
prices.
“One of the main reasons in
causing this inflation is the oil price
increase,” said Mamum. “For example,
food and beverages from June to July
of this year alone have gone up .9 per
cent in one month, and if this contin
ued throughout the course of the year
would amount to 12 percent.”
It comes down to the cost of trans
portation and agricultural irrigation.
Fuel is what runs the tractors, pumps,
and means for transportation to manufacturo arid ship these goods. As long
as the fuel prices are high, the cost of
food will be as well, which will trickle
down and affect FLIK.
“There was in fact a price increase
this year,” said Mark Tammone, senior
director of dining services .
The price of wheat, flower, bottled
beverages, rice, meat, and produce
have inreased from 10 to 15 percent.

As a result, every vender has raised
prices.
“I tried to be as fair as I could, it’s
just the way things are right now due to
the economy being so bad,” he said.
Prices are now being placed on
everything so that students know the
actual value of such items as pizza and
deli meals.
“I have heard the student’s side of
the story and changes will be made.
We are in the process of re-evaluating
our prices,” said Tammone.
Although FLIK has been the major
source of Sacred Heart food for as long
as some can remember, some students
believe it’s time for a change.
“What 1 feel should happen, and
most SHU students will agree, is to
experiment with other ways, of regu
lating the food plans at FLIK,” said
senior Brian Oliver. “Maybe imple' ment a general swipe plan where stu
dent’s swipe their pre-paid cards to
enter the cafeteria, and they eat at their
own accord.”

hatred heart thijversity

Habitat for Humanity

Rioto contributed by Kaitfin Mulqueen

Habitat members of last year’s trip to
Mississippi get ready to build some houses.

Albom shares how the
events of one day can
change the rest your
life forever

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 ~—

by both. Mitch Albom’s stories are said L’Homme. “When he talked about
so captivating,” said lellimo. “He is For One More Day and the influence
certainly one of my favorite writers. of his mom, it made me want to go call
I picked up For One More Day and my mom.”
“I went in not really knowing what
can’t wait to sit outside and read it this
to
expect,
” said senior Matt Kaelblein.
weekend.”
“
I
had
read
Tuesdays with Morrie and
At many times during the speeches
thought
it
was
a very good book, but
Albom addressed the freshman in the
listening
to
Mitch
talk about all the
crowd.
experiences
that
affected
the writing of
“If I can give you any advice it
that
book
as
well
as
his
others
gave it a
is this: find a mentor.” Said Albom.
whole
new
meaning
for
me.
Although
“Whether it be a professor, a family
member, a janitor, whomever. Find a his speech was short, it was one of the
best I’ve been to in my four years at
mentor”
Although attendance was manda Sacred Heart.”
Albom closed his second lecture
tory for freshman and For One More
on
Monday
night with advice to all
Day is required reading for all fresh
in
attendance.
“As you go through
man, Nick L’Homme was excited for
life,
always
remember
to follow your
the opportunity to hea^AlbOm speak.
heart,
”
said
Albom.
“Follow your
“Even though as a freshman 1 was
required to go, I intended on going heart.”
anyway. 1 reall
his writing.

SV ,
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Sacred Heart University/Robert J. Trenske

Mitch Albom reads a passage from his new book “For One More Day.”
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‘Adopt a Survivor’ of the Holocaust
CCJV hosts the memorial exhibit at the Pitt Center
Laura Smith
Chief Copy Editor
Are you wondering what’s set up in the William H. Pitt Center lobby?
Well, if you stop and look, you’ll see that it’s an exhibit set up to show
case the “Adopt-a-Survivor” program.
Sacred Heart University’s Center for Christian-Jewish Understanding
has sponsored this showcase in hopes of spreading a greater learning of the
“Adopt-a-Survivor” program.
According to information posted on the exhibit, Irving Roth, Director
of the Holocaust Resource Center in Manhasset, N.Y. created this program
in 1998.
Roth is a survivor of the Holocaust and felt that creating a program
where Hebrew high school students adopt a survivor will help educate oth
ers.
Eight students from MAKOM Hebrew High School, in New Haven,
were selected and then paired up with eight Holocaust survivors in the
southern Conn. area.
According to United Jewish Communities of Metrowest New Jersey’s
Web site, the students meet with the survivor at least four times where
they keep journals and eventually format a visual presentation about their
adopted survivor.
The boards that are created are made of the survivors past and present
photos, their familie^and experiences before, at and after the concentration
camps.
For further information on the “Adopt-a-Survivor” program, visit the
exhibit in the Pitt Center and learn more about these experiences.

Survivors and their MAKOM Hebrew
High School students
Helen Rosenberg
adopted by Nicole Spector

Eva Benda
adopted by Marla Spivack

Anna Goldberg
adopted by Jonathan Hess

Giorgina Vitale
adopted by Michael Malinconico

Sidney Glucksman
adopted by Julia Krasnow

Stanley Swimmer
adopted by Noah Firtel

Hannah Kuperstoch
Shifra Zamkox
adopted by Aliza Gans

The Spectrum/Photo illustration by Laura Smith

■ The Adopt a Survivor exhibit features presentations in memory of those who
were lost and those who survived the Holocaust.
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Fashion week strikes a pose in New York
Celebrities and top designers gather as trends both new and old grace the runway
designs. The long list of celebrities present
this year included Jessica Alba, Claire Danes,
Serena Williams, Justin Timberlake, and Victoria
Beckham.
There were also a number of athletes who
Couture was in high gear this week as New
York City’s Bryant Park hosted its annual New made appearances at various shows, includ
York Fashion Week, which began Sept. 5 and con ing basketball player LeBron James and
cluded Sept. 12. The debut of spring collections Olympic gymnast Nastia Liukin. According to
included its usual slew of famous designers such Fashionweekdaily.com, Liukin is reportedly
as Carolina Herrera, Michael Kors, Ralph Lauren, going to be working with Vanilla Star Jeans to
create the Nastia Gold Collection.
and many others .
“I am so happy to have the support and
Some notable trends for the upcoming spring
will include a great deal of dresses. The color nude encouragement of everyone at Vanilla Star,”
is currently popular among designers like Donna Liukin said, “and I am really looking forward
to going to the showroom and discussing some
Karan, Narciso Rodriguez and Herve Leger.
“Band-Aid color dominated the runways as a designs.”
New York City has been home to the semi
modest substitution for the bare skin and cleavage
that are often designers’ favorite accessories,” said annual fashion show since 1943, when it was
Associated Press writer Samantha Critchell. “The started by Fashion Publicist Eleanor Lambert.
The Los Angeles Times, in notation of
stripped-down approach has been a popular strat
egy for designers battling it out in a weak economy, Lambert’s death in 2003 said that “she organized
fashion shows so that the press could preview
but these looks are anything but dull.”
Other trends, according to USA Today, includ designer collections all in one venue, the pre
ed harem pants (think of a slightly updated M.C. cursor to today’s New York Fashion Week.”
Hammer), eyelet, floral prints, short-shorts, chunky Presently, New York City is considered to rival
Paris as the fashion capitol of the world.
heels, and balloon sleeves.
“1 think there is a big group of people at
“Florals are always big for spring” said Marie
Claire fashion director Tracy Taylor, “Lots of. Sacred Heart who are fashion conscious,” said
poppies, wildflowers and bigger, garden-inspired fashion club member senior Meagan Rolla. “It’s
prints.” Luca Luca and Oscar de la Renta are two nice that we are close to the city but, also, Sacred
designers to include overstated floral prints in their Heart tends to have more affluent people who
can afford to dress fashionably.”
spring collections. '
As with every large fashion event, celebri
ties flock to be the first to see latest high-end

Katie Conigliaro
Staff Reporter

Curtesy of CBSnews.com

Fashion week models walk the catwalk in NYC.
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Incompatible Roommates: How to survive your first year
Liz Warren, Allie Pohevitz &
Elise Silverstone
Staff Reporters
So, you are all moved in to your dorm
and looking forward to a great year at
Sacred Heart University. There is only one
problem- your roommate happens to be
your worst nightmare.
You are not alone. Although Sacred
Heart staff uses certain criteria to select
compatible matches, sometimes the pair
looks better on paper.
If you are a student who matches this
description, here are some tips to get you
through the school year.
“If you like to keep your place clean,
it’s hard to not pick up their stuff once in
a while,” said senior Craig Lawson. “If
you can, you should try to keep your side
clean and make them clean up their own
messes. We’re in college now, we all need
to grow up.”
It is also important to remember that
you are not perfect either. Try not to com
plain about every sock left on the floor or
every loud song that is played. Without
knowing, you also may be doing some
thing that they find less than 'pleasant.
This is one reason why it is important
to maintain open conversation with your
roommate. Finding out what annoys them
about you can help you both find peace.
“It always works out if you just sit
down and talk to the person,” said junior
Genevieve Manna. “Discuss what you
think will make each of your living envi-

Assistant director of Residential Life
Raymond Gordon agreed.

“Every student has their own expecta
tions in regards to cleanliness of a room,
volume of the television, or sharing of
each other’s belongings - this is why the
communication betweeg_ roommates is of
the utmost importance,” said Gordon.
But for a student who is new to col
lege, the confrontation may seem intimi
dating.

'‘mere is no clear
definition of wfiat a
roommates relationsir ip is sujojoosed to
be libe. 'WfiiCe some
become best friends on
move-in nipbt, others
go through the entire
gear simply living in
the same room. ”

Although there are occasions when
roommates are simply incompatible, many
do end their first year with a friendship.
“I was just lucky enough to actually
be paired with a roommate who I got along
with really well. We’re still great friends.
She is actually one of my closest friends
here,” said Manna.
Still don’t think that you will be able
to survive the school year? Residential
Life is here for you.
“If a student wishes, we will work
with them to find a vacant room or per
form a room swap with another student.
This process is easy and starts with a visit
to your Residence Hall Director,” said
Gordon.
But until then, unhappy students must
stay positive.
“Try to make the best of the situa

tion,” said junior Jennifer Locantro. “If
talking it out and trying to make it work
doesn’t help, then both people have to just
do their own thing. They should just work
on keeping their relationship on a room
mate basis, not a friend level.”
There is no clear definition of what a
roommate’s relationship is supposed to be
like. While some become best friends on
move-in night, others go through the entire
year simply living in the same room.
Keep in mind that sophomore year
comes fast, so if you still can’t make things
work, it might be in your best interest to.
keep things civil.
Unless you’re in a threatening or hos
tile situation, try to stick it out. There’s no
reason to pick a fight with someone just
because you don’t agree on everything.

If you have tried to communicate
but have not been successful, distancing
yourself from your roommate is another
alternative.
Sometimes the simple act of cutting
down on the amount of time you see a
person can drastically improve your rela
tionship.
Sacred Heart offers a variety of clubs

dents’ involvement. Why not venture off
and find something to keep you occupied?

The Spectrum/ Kyle Bush

Park Ridge apartment roommates learn how to live with ^ach other’s differences.
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Sacred Heart
Web site gives
students a voice

Contact Perspectives Editor Liz Warren: Warrenel470@sacredheart.edu
through the “Student Life” section
of the university site at http://www.
sacredheart.edu/pages/20841_student_affairs_speaker_recommendation_fbrm.cfm.
y
This page offers students the
chance to plead their case for the
person they wish to see speak at the
school:
In order to make a recommenda
tion, the person being nominated must
meet three important criteria as listed
on the page.
First, they must be a “nationally
recognized speaker.” Second, they
must be of “academic focus,” but
also someone who would “appeal to a
cross section of the SHU student body
and community.”
Last but not least, their topic
must be consistent with the “Five
Dimensions of Personal and Social
Responsibility for AAC&U.”
Don’t worry if that sounds a little
bit confusing, there is a link explain
ing exactly what that means right on
the form.
The form itself asks students to
include their name, the name of the
speaker, the rationale for said person
coming to Sacred Heart, and a brief
message on how this speaker could be
incorporated into the curriculum.
I think that this is a great opportu
nity for those of us who would like to
get our opinion out to administration
but aren’t highly involved in groups
such as Student Government or the
Student Events Team (SET).
By making this open to everyone,
it makes the school seem less biased
in its choices for guest speakers (John
McCain, anyone?).
that can give the stu
dents more power has to be taken
advantage of.
The recommendation form does
have a deadline of Feb. 22, so act fast
if this is something you are interested
in. This may be one of your easiest
opportunities to really make a differ
ence in school decisions.
Both the student blogs and the
student recommendation forms can
help many people get their voices
heard. I think Sacred Heart was really
on top of their game with these two
pages. I’m impressed.

In an age where so much seems to
revolve around the Internet, what bet
ter way for Sacred Heart University
to advertise its campus than through
student blogs?
The Sacred Heart Web site offers
many perspectives of the campus to
those willing enough to visit.
With pictures, event listings, mis
sion statements, and overall schedules
and information, it is easy to find the
answer to most of your school-related
questions.
One aspect of the site that many
people are finally beginning to appre
ciate is the blogs .set up by under
graduates and graduate students, facr
ulty and staff members, and students
who are studying and have studied
abroad.
The site, which can be found
at http;//www.sacredheartuniversity.
typepad.com, welcomes you into the
world of fellow classmates and blog
gers.
These blogs feature everything
from personal pictures to conver
sations between friends. They also
include advice and general day-to-day
updates.
Some of the most recent posts are
from the class of 2012 speaking about
their move-in day experiences.
One thing that sticks out to me
in all of this is the bloggers’ willing
ness and excitement to help anyone
who responds to them with ques
tions. After many entries, there are
comments from students who pro
vide feedback and answer the various
posted questions.
It’s nice to know that students
Photo courtesy of www.sacredheart.edu
can turn to other students and not just
members of the administration who Move-In Day is the topic of one of
the most recent blogs on the Sacred
may seem intimidating.
While on the topic of the Internet, Heart University Web site.
another great page can also be found

Girls
Sports

Perspectives

He Said/ She Said
Does the way you dress affect what others think of you?

Brian Germain
He said

I think the way a person dresses has
a lot to do with how the opposite sex per
ceives him or her. One of the first things
people notice about the opposite sex is what
they are wearing.
Clothing is like a mystical crystal ball
that lets you peer into the depths of a per, sonality.
If a guy is wearing a shirt that has
holes in the armpits, which,he refers to as
“free air conditioning,” he is not trying to
impress anyone. Accordingly, the opposite
sex is not impressed by this haggard style.
On the opposite side of the spectrum,
we have the ever dreaded yet somehow
intriguing metro-sexual male.

“CCotfiing is Gfze a
mySticat
crystaC ba CL tfiat Gets
eer into tbe
j?tfis of Ct
pcrsonaCtly."
This is the guy who goes to great
lengths to buy high-end designer clothes
and coordinate them into his always match
ing ensembles. This broadcasts a strong
signal to the female population.
The primary signal that this sends out
is that this person wants to be noticed. He
wants people to see how good he looks and
how much effort he put into looking that
good.
The underlying signal however, is one
that should be recognized inunediately by
females.
If males are putting so much time and
effort into dressing and looking so good at
all times, what are they trying to hide?
The confident male will find a middle
ground in realizing that there is a delicate
balance between too much and too little.
Try to present yourself through your dress
in a way that says, “I’m trying, but not too
hard.”
This process of perception is the same
as how males think of females depending
on their dress. Girls who only wear 3XL
shirts from concert tours eight years ago
will not turn any heads. But, girls who only
shop on Sth Avenue and don’t know what a
pair of regular jeans are, will just make a
guy wonder- in a bad way.
The rule of thumb boils down to this:
Dress to impress, but not in excess.

Amanda Altieri
She said
Style. It isn’t always about whether
or not you have the most expensive
jeans, or the latest dress shirt. It’s about
whether or not the clothes you are buy
ing fit and flatter your figure.
When running errands, going to the
gym, or going class, most people dress
fairly casual. Most students have a lot
going on in the course of the day, so I
think that for day wear, casual works
best.
I think that guys like to see girls
who dress appropriately for the activity
they are doing. Walking around cam
pus wearing high heels and a shirt you
would go out in, might give people the
impression that you are trying too hard.
When going out, girls should dress
up with a nice top and nice pants or
jeans. For girls, half the fun of going
out is getting ready. I think that when
girls go out guys definitely notice what
they are wearing. There can be a big dif
ference between looking pretty, and not
having the right amount of clothes on.
When I look around at the guys on
campus I think that most of them are
dressed well. Jeans and t-shirts are an

On occasion you will see a few guys
dressed up in dress shirts and ties, but
that’s usually because they have to do
a presentation or have another specific
reason.
I think that guys have an easier time
getting dressed day-to-day because they
don’t have to worry about if a skirt is to
short, or if a top is too low. When they
do go out, they can wear a nice polo
or button down without any worries of
what people will think.
I personally am not a fan of guys
wearing super tight shirts. I think it
looks strange when the guys have small
er shirts on than the girls. So for those
guys, I think they always stand out
because it is different than what the
majority tends to lean towards.
Either way I think that they way you
dress affects how both guys and girls
think of you, so try your best to always
look presentable.

Want to advertise.in the Spectrum?
Contact the Spectrum staff for
up-to-date rates and size
specifications.

Contact us at
Spectrum-advertising .com
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Coen brothers’ film pleases

Celebrity
offspring:
what is the
attraction?

New comedy successfully hosts all-star cast in a complex plot
Andrew McCoy
Saff Reporter

Michael Squitieri
Staff Reporter
We live in a celebrity-filled world
where every person wants to know what is
going on with the stars.
These days, it seems that people even
want to know about what the celebrity’s
babies are doing.
But why do Americans care about
these children of the stars? What makes
them so special?
Some of them do have some form of
talent and others are just little kids them
selves. Look at Rumer Willis, the daughter
of Bruce Willis and Demi Moore. At first
she was just another red carpet staple, but
now she is actually doing things that might
make her a celebrity in her own right.
Rumer starred in a movie called “The
House Bunny,” her first major movie roll.
Rumer is taking a lot of heat lately,
mainly on the way she looks. Tabloid
bloggers feel as if she has unusual manly
Ill—'

-------------------------------------

'•

Another famous celebrity offspring is
Miley Cyrus, daughter of Billy Ray Cyrus.
She has a hit TV show on the Disney
channel, multiple hit albums, and is being
merchandised anywhere that Disney can
put her face. And she is only 15-years-old.
Now this is a case where the child becomes
more famous then the parent ever was.
In recent news, Miley’s wholesome
Disney Image has been under fire by
the media. It all started with her now
infamous photo shoot with “Vanity Fair”
by famous celebrity photographer Annie
Leibovitz.
According to christianpost.com,
“People would say, ‘you are only 14,
you’re getting the same pressure [Britney,
Lindsay] are.’ And it’s like... yes I am. It’s
because this life I lead is pretty crazy. It’s
just about having values, and having pride
on yourself,”said Miley.
Some famous children include Suri
Cruise, the daughter of Tom Cruise and
Katie Holmes, as well as the Jolie-Pitt
brood with their adopted children Maddox,
Pax, and Zahara, and their biological chil
dren Shiloh, and newborn twins Knox and
Vivienne.
Suri Cruise is one of the most rec
ognizable toddlers in Hollywood. This
has to do with the fact that the media has
rumored that she was conceived with the
frozen sperm of Scientology founder L.
Ron Hubbard.
“There Was a time, you may dimly
recall, when people largely became famous
because they had a special talent or a
unique ability,” said Junior Katy Guest.
Now, it seems that people can be
famous just because of their last names.
Its not who they know anymore, its who
their parents are that says if they are the
next big thing.

Take two unintelligent gym employ
ees; throw in the leaked memoir of a
booze-hungry ex-C.LA. agent; add a sexcrazed womanizer to the mix and what do
you get? The latest comedy from the Coen
brothers, “Bum After Reading.”
Having established themselves as
groundbreaking filmmakers with Academy
Award winning “No Country for Old Men,”
the brothers seemed to take a step back to
their roots by attacking the dark satirical
comedies which made them famous to
begin with.
The Coen’s drag the audience through
a dark and twisting plot forcing the viewer
to make their own inferences as they try
and decipher what exactly is going on.
“Burn After Reading” opens as
Osborne Cox (John Malkovich)—a C.I.A.
agent whose love for a stiff drink falls only
second to his love for the “F’ word—is
forced to quit the Agency after his drinking
habits cause his superiors to demote him.
Cox deicides to take this newfound
freedom to write his memoir, much to the
dismay of his wife, Katie (Tilda Swinton).
Swinton’s portrayal of the scornful,
.sarcastic wife of Cox is so believable that
you can’t help but cringe and cower with
every spiteful word that exits her mouth.
Fed up with Cox, Katie files secretly
for divorce and has a straying eye for the
demented sexual deviant that is the married
federal marshall Harry Pfarrer (George
Clooney).
Cox’s life takes another bad turn as
the secrets of the C.IA. from his memoir
are found at the Hardbodies Fitness Center
by employees Linda Litzke (Frances

McDormand) and Chad Feldheimer
(Brad Pitt) who use the new found
information to blackmail Cox, or to sell
to pay for Litzke’s cosmetic surgeries.
Confused? Welcome to a Coen
brothers film.
Though this lack of clarity in the
movie does frustrate at times, the actors,
who are clearly enjoying themselves,
make it all work. Pitt’s portrayal, scratch
that, embodiment of Chad was so on
point it becomes the highlight of the
movie. The scene in which Chad tries
to extort Cox proves that Pitt’s natural
ability to be subtly funny can make even
scenes where he has no lines hilarious.
Pitt is just one of many brilliant
characters in the film. Whether it be
Clooney, who is able to make you
cheer for a demented nymphomaniac,
or McDormand, who makes vanity a

quality almost worthy of your sympathy, the
acting is top notch.
“Bum After Reading” is able to create
depth in the characters solely through their
interactions which each other. By watching
Litzke go on countless dates, and exhaustingly try to pay for her self-gratifying cosmetic
surgery, you are able to see the basis of her
character emerge.
What makes the movie so strong how
ever, is how much “Bum After Reading” is
able to say without saying it. The brothers
are able to show the pervasiveness of vanity
and ignorance on American society without
standing on a soapbox.
The Coens took a chance in making a
film that never takes itself seriously, but it is
still leaps and bounds ahead of the movies
out there that supposedly do.
OVERALL GRADE: A-

Wetwork Productions

Brad Pitt co-stars in “Bum After Reading,” which was released last Friday.

Band of brothers: the Jonas craze
The Jonas brothers are captivating fans of all different ages
Jared Faircloth
Staff Reporter
After the Jackson Five, Hanson, and
The Naked Brothers Band, is the world
ready for a new brother band?
Twenty-year-old Kevin, 19-year-old
Joe, and 16-year-old Nick, of the teen
pop group the Jonas Brothers, have been
famous in recent months among chil
dren and adults alike. The band from
Wyckoff, N.J. Their latest album, “A Little
Bit Longer.” Chris William of Hollywood
Insider Magazine said the latest album
sold “525,000 copies.”
The Jonas Brothers recieved their first
exposure to the media, of course, the
Disney Channel. “After making stars of
singer-actors like Miley Cyms (“Hannah
Montana”), the Disney Channel has set
its sights on a trio of young hyphenates,
greenlighting a series, movie and con
cert special starring the Jonas Brothers,”
said Kimberly Nordyke of The Hollywood

Reporter.
The brothers made a guest star appear
ance in Cyms’ concert movie “The Best of
Both Worlds.” Since that guest appearance,
they have starred in the television movie
“Camp Rock,” the television spy series
“J.O.N.A.S.,” and a televised concert from
New York city’s Gramercy Park.
But how have these adolescent young
sters gained a worldwide audience of adult
fans? “The median age at a Jonas Brothers
concert is probably 12,” said Mary Carole
McCauley, writer for the Baltimore Sun,
“but there are a number of certified
adults—people old enough to legally vote
and drink—who are willing to declare, in
public, that they are followers of the new
est kids on the block.”
“I think they’re appealing to adults
because they are a good influence on their
children,” said junior Kelly Gvoth. “They
aren’t like Miley Cyms with her inappro
priate pictures and behavior; they are only
in the news for positive reasons.”
One statement made by the Jonas

Brothers is that all three wear purity rings.
Brother Joe Jonas said that the rings serve
as a “promise to ourselves and to God that
we’ll stay pure until marriage.”
The Jonas Brothers also inform young
children about diabetes awareness. Nick
Jonas suffers from type one diabetes and
the brothers have teamed with Bayer
Diabetes Care Organization to encour
age children to effectively manage their
diabetes.
Change for the Children Foundation
is a charitable organization started by the
Jonas Brothers. According to their foun
dation’s Web site, “The Jonas Brothers
believe that the best way to help children
are their peers, and the foundation pro
vides opportunities for kids to help other
kids who are less fortunate”.
Whether it be Disney Chaimel Original
Movies, packed concerts around the nation,
or making waves for their smart fashion
and upstanding charitable work, the boys
are working hard and it looks as though
they’re here to stay.
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‘90210’ keeps old zip code, adds new drama
Lauren Sampson
Staff Reporter

CBS

Top: the original cast of 90210, bottom: the new kids in town.

Ratings aren’t looking too bright for the
recently resurrected series “90210,” which has
changed locations since the 1990s, from Beverly
Hills to Malibu.
The show’s first episode, aired on the CW,
received 4.7 million viewers only to drop (by
almost one third) for the second episode down
to 3.3 million.
Could it be that the new series is unorigi
nal? Or maybe it’s that the original characters
are dropping off the edge, and quickly for that
matter.
Sharmen Doherty and Jennie Garth, the
original duo that caused much of the buzz on
the old “90210,” have both signed on to do epi
sodes for the new “90210.” Although, news has
surfaced that Doherty will not sign again to do
more than her contracted four episodes.
“Without Brenda [Doherty], there is, I feel,
no reason to watch the new ‘90210.’ She made
the original show, and she will make the new
one. So,, if she doesn’t continue after the first
four episodes, 1 bet the show will suffer a big hit
in ratings and viewers,” said sophomore Emmy
Comai. “I know I won’t be watching it.”
Though Doherty may be leaving the show,
Garth has signed on for five more episodes, add
ing to her original six.
So what happened to Tori Spelling, also
known as Donna Martin, in all of this commo
tion?
In the early summer. Spelling had agreed to
reprise her role in the new series, but then sud
denly changed her mind.
Newsday.com reported that Spelling was
getting paid significantly less than her other

returning co-stars. When she demanded more,
the network refused.
Looks like Donna won’t be making the
move to Malibu anytime soon, and neither will
Brandon Walsh.
According to tvseriesfinale.com, Jason
Priestly was approached for the new series, but
declined. Priestly had said that he would pos
sibly be interested instead in producing some
episodes for the new “90210.”
It seems as though the only original char
acters interested in reprising their roles are the
women. Minus Andrea Zuckerman, that is.
Luke Perry, Ian Ziering, and Brian Austin
Green all shared the same mentality when it
came to the new series: been there, done that.
“I’m not surprised that most of the [origi
nal] actors decided not to come back for the new
‘90210.’ Most of them have been doing movies,
or other series, and doing ‘90210’ might be a
step back,” said junior Parvin Ghazian. “I think
it’d be a good idea or cool for some of them to
make a cameo or some appearance in an episode
throughout the season though.”
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The rise of comedian Russell Brand
Lauren Sampson
Staff Reporter
In a business that brings new
characters and personalities to our
television and movie screens every
day, Russell Brand has broken onto
the scene with great force.
Brand was introduced ear
lier this year when he had a part
in the comedic movie “Forgetting
Sarah Marshall.” He plays an outra
geous rock star that ends up being
Sarah Marshall’s new boyfriend.
Brand was bom on June 4,
1975, in Grays, Essex, England.
He began his career when he was
15-years-old in a school production
of “Bugsy Malone.” From there.
Brand continued through school and
kept up with his acting.
Acting is not Brand’s only tal
ent. He has' showcased potential
in the area of writing books, and
he has even created some music
for the “Forgetting Sarah Marshall”
soundtrack. In addition to all of this,
he also has a radio show on Xfm
radio.
Stand-up is another facet of
entertainment that Brand has done
throughout his entire career. He has
even gone on a stand-up tour called
“Shame.” The tour was successful,
seeing as he performed to sold-out
venues.
Brand has an outrageous style

and dresses in a very flamboyant
way, from his crazy hair to his very
strange outfits. He is a person who is
comfortable being himself and who
does not care what others think.
”1 don’t like to let moments
pass squandered when I have
the opportunity to graffiti across
time” said Brand in Entertainment
Weekly.
In England, Brand has won
several awards. A mere few of them
range from PETA’s European’s
Sexiest Vegetarian to the 33rd
Annual Television and Radio
Awards Broadcasting Press Guild’s
Best Television Performer in a non
acting role.
Recently, Brand hosted MTV’s
Video Music Awards and showed
the world the type of comedian
he really is. Bringing his raunchy
and, in a sense, uncensored jokes to
the stage, he made fun of many of
celebrities and even some political
characters.
“He is a very funny guy with a
crazy sense of humor,” said senior
Anthony Santos.
Brand’s biggest controversy at
the VMA’s came when he began to
poke fun at the Jonas Brothers’ puri
ty rings. Brand, who in his tougher
moments in life was a sex addict,
made fun of the young men for a
great deal of time throughout the
show until he finally apologized

later on in the evening.
Although Brand seems to be
doing very well for himself at this
point, it has not always been this
way. He has gone through many
hard times.
In his book “My BoOky WoOk,’*'
he talks about the problems he faced
when he was younger and also the
drug problems that he encountered
along the way. With the help of his
manager, he was able to kick the
habit and stay clean.
Apart from his love for acting.
Brand is also a fan of “football” or,
as Americans know it, soccer. He
loves England’s West Ham United
football club and even has season
tickets.
In addition to writing books
Brand has also been writing col
umns in “The Guardian” about his
favorite. West Ham United and also
about the England national team.
As for Brand’s future, he has
more gigs coming up for him.
According to IMDB, he has two
movies that, as of right now, are in
the works.
“Russell Brand is a very funny
man and really doesn’t care what
other people think of him,” said
junior Lacey Gilleran. “He will say
whatever he wants and to whoever
he Wants and that’s all there is to
it.”

Photo courtesy of www.wesbutters.com

Brand hosting the MTV VMAs in Los Angeles.
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Looking for a new hot spot to dine?
The Flying Dish brings you happy dining without hefty spending
Patrick Bonner
Staff Reporter
Within the last year, The Flying Dish
has soared into the downtown Fairfield
dining scene.
The college friendly. New York style
atmosphere and economical prices make
it an ideal place to enjoy all natural meals
and tastes from all over the world.
Mita Spilo, the owner of the restau
rant, has given students a chance to broad
en their horizons and enjoy the dishes from
regions of the world that they may have
not had the chance to visit, by presenting a
menu full of different cultural dishes.
While keeping with the theme of
global dining, Spilo keeps the atmosphere
comfortable and local.
The Flying Dish makes exotic and
foreign holiday dishes to coincide with the
traditional foods regularly associated with
these different cultural holidays.
The Thanksgiving and Christmas holi
day season will feature foods that are both
traditional and foreign.
During the summer barbeque months.
The Flying Dish promotes different bar
beque dinners from around the world.
Spilo, who has her master’s degree

in business, is pursuing another degree at
Pepperdine University.
“As a student and a mother, I believe in
the importance of education,” said Spilo.
“Here at The Flying Dish, we offer a
relaxing social setting directed toward the

my wallet won’t take a beating,” said
senior Timonthy Spath. •
Energy Nights have been success
ful for Fairfield University, and now The
Flying Dish is looking to accommodate
the Sacred Heart University student body
as well.
Thursday
nights. The Flying
Dish looks to pro
vide a relaxing,
social, and fun set
ting where students
are free to mingle,
and eat.
A 11 h o u g h
Energy Nights are
only on Thursdays,
students are wel
come any day of
the week to eat and
The Spectrum/Jennifer Gunderson for Spectrum Photo Committee socialize in a relaxing atmosphere.
students.”
The restaurant seeks to be an active
Thursday evenings are referred to as
Energy Nights in which The Flying Dish member of the Sacred Heart community
by offering fundraising for any club or
offers student specials.
Energy Night features $10 meals and team, and even catering events held by
a variety of imported and local beers on campus organizations.
The Sacred Heart swipe card is also
tap.
“I can get a meal, some drinks, and in the process of being approved at The

Flying Dish to help make it affordable and
attractive to students.
Spilo is working to make the restau
rant accessible to all students, even those
without cars by looking into a possible
addition of a route to downtown Fairfield
by Sacred Heart shuttles.
In addition to offering itself as a
haven for college students. The Flying
Dish has donated mopey to the Fairfield
town library.
The restaurant even has a scholarship
fund set up that is given to a Fairfield High
School graduating senior, in order to con
tinue their education.
“I had a slice of the barbeque chicken
pizza and it was one of the greatest tasting
foods that I have ever eaten,” said senior
Ian Frazier.
The lunch menu features dishes such
as burgers, wraps, and salads while the
dinner menu features an all natural selec
tion of authentic foods and meals from all
comers of the globe.
Whether it is being environmentally
conscious, socially conscious, or commu
nity conscious, Mita Spilo and The Flying
Dish have come to realize that the key to a
student’s heart is through their stomach.

The race is on for the next vice president

SHU students speak out to make their votes count
Kyle Bush
Staff Reporter
When Sen. Joe Biden and Gov. Sara Palin were named
vice presidential nominees at the national Democratic and
Republican national conventions, the race to the White
House was kicked into high gear.
The vice presidential hopefuls have been in the center
of a media storm, and controversies have surfaced for both
parties. Members of the Sacred Heart University conunu
nity have voiced their opinions on some of the issues that
have been brought to light over the last
three weeks.
Gov. Palin of Alaska has recently
been under tremendous scrutiny in the
media, but Sacred Heart’s Republicans
are not worried.
Government and politics chair Dr.
Gary Rose feels that choosing Palin as
vice presidential nominee was a wise
move.
“Palin has brought a great deal of
energy Politically it was a very intel
ligent choice, and her being on the
ticket will aid in any political deficiency
McCain has,” said Rose.
“I don’t believe she is qualified. Not only because she
hasn’t been governor of Alaska for that long, but because
I do not think she has enough experience dealing with
America as a whole,” said junior Mandy DiBenedetto.
Palin is considerably more conservative than John
McCain, and her views on certain issues are gaining him
votes in multiple demographics.
“She will help him with the white, working women’s
vote, the Catholic vote ahd the Evangelical Christian vote.
She will strengthen the base of the party,” said Rose.
Since her nomination, Palin’s personal life has been
put on display for the public. With the recent news of her

17-year-old daughter being pregnant, the question may
arise as to whether such information is relevant to her run
ning for vice president.
“She should practice what she preaches. Her political
values should mirror her family values and they obviously
do not,” said sophomore Rob Napolitano.
Sarah Palin’s support of certain issues has Sacred
Heart students expressing their various opinions.
According to junior Josh Morgan on how he feels
about her views on drilling for oil in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refugee, is logical.
“Yes, I do believe you
should drill somewhat in
Alaska. What we’re going
through now with $4 a gal
lon for oil, we need it,” said
Morgan.
Joe Biden is Barack
Obama’s vice presidential
nominee and the Democratic
Party is hoping his experi
ence in politics will balance
out Obama’s lack of time
spent in government.
“I think he has a level
of experience and strength
that Obama seems to be lacking compared to McCain,
and I feel that Biden compliments Obama’s plan of
change,” said Napolitano.
Biden’s platform centers itself more on environ
mental issues, which brings out different reactions from
students.
On Biden’s concern for environmental issues such as
global warming, DiBenedetto said that he agrees it is a
vital subject.
“Global warming is a very important issue and we
need to take action now,” said DiBenedetto, “We’ve had
some solutions on how to stop it for a while now, and it is

time to start implementing them.”
While some stand strong besdie their views on global
warming, students like Morgan feel that global warming
isn’t a true issue and it is only being highlighted because
of the election.
Biden is also against drilling for oil in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refugee and has been adamant about
protecting the environment of Alaska.
“I think we should be using outside sources for gas.,”
said Napolitano, “I don’t think protected areas should be
harmed in order to gain the oil that we need.”
Like Palin, Biden has recently been put under the
spotlight for some of his controversial comments regard
ing Obama.
While there has been concern about race and gen
der playing too big a role in the election. Sacred Heart
students
like
DiBenedetto
are more inter
ested in what
each candidate
plans to bring
to the table.
' “I think it
is unfortunate
that race and
gender have
to be a main
focus point in
the presidential
race at all,” said DiBenedetto.
Despite the usual controversy, speculation, and opin
ions that comes hand-in-hand with politics and presiden
tial elections, the importance of this particular election is
no different than the others.
The elements involved in this election will be one for
the history books, no matter what the outcome.
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Can an apple a day keep computer troubles away?
Macs vs. PCs: The ongoing battle between Macintosh and Microsoft
Angela Salerno
Staff Reporter
Looking around campus, it was always easy to
identify the media and design majors from the rest
of the crowd with their white MacBooks and colorful
covers.
Since the new option has been made to freshmen
to choose between Macs and PCs, it is hard to tell one
student from the other.
Beginning this year, media studies and design
majors are not the only students who are being pro
vided with a Mac throughout the university.
“This is the first year we offered the choice of lap
tops to new incoming students,” said*Leslie Roggen,
the mobile computing services manager.
The class of 2012 was able to decide whether they
preferred a Lenovo R61 a PC, or a MacBook.
“The admissions department sent letters to all the
students that were deposited prior to June 10 giving
them a link to make their laptop choice with a deadline
of June 20,” said Roggen.
Besides the operating systems being the main dif
ference between the two laptops, other specifications
set them apart as well.
“The Lenovo R61 has a 14 inch screen, four gigs
of ram and a 160 gigahertz hard drive. While the
MacBook has a 13 inch screen with two gigs of ram,
and a 160 gigahertz hard drive,” said Roggen.
So what was the reasoning for giving this year’s
incoming freshmen the option of choosing which lap
top they wanted?
“We thought this would be a good option for
the students, in large part because many graduating
high school seniors are becoming more familiar with
Macs than they are with traditional Windows based
machines,” said Roggen.
“From the positive response we received thus far,
that seems to be a valid assumption on our part.”
Freshmen Emmalee Eng shares in the positive

response of having the option to choose between the
two laptops.
“I really liked that we were able to choose which
computer we wanted. It’s nice to know we aren’t all
restricted to the exact same thing; choices are always
nice,” said Eng.
The decision of which laptop to pick comes down
to personal preference and what system the student
feels the most comfortable using.
“I chose the Lenovo R61 because it’s a more
typical layout. At my high school we had several Apple
computers which would always give me a hard time,
so for me it was easier to stick with something I knew
I could handle,” said Eng.
Although the freshmen class seems to be happy
with this option, many upperclassmen feel the decision
was unfair. The freshmen seem to be quite aware of
these feelings as well.
“A lot of upperclassmen seem to be upset that the
freshmen got to choose and they didn’t. It is nice that
they did this for our class, but also unfortunate they
didn’t extend the opportunity for everyone else,” said
Eng.
Sophomore Emilia Pruszko agrees that the option
should have been offered to other students as well.
“I personally think this isn’t fair to the older kids
at SHU. My friend and I both wanted to get a Mac this
year but they told us we couldn’t,” said Pruszko.
Even though the option wasn’t given to other
grades this year, some upperclassmen feel the switch
should be allowed to be made in the future.
“When juniors trade in their laptops for their new
ones, they should be given the offer then whether or
not they want a Mac or PC,” said Pruszko, “If any
one wants to get a Mac they should have that option
whether they pay a few extra dollars or not.”
»■ While this year s freshmeu were given the option
to choose, certain factors will decide if this opportunity
continues for students in the years to come.
“This will be a test year to determine how effi-

Photo courtesy of www.apple.com

ciently we are able to support two distinct laptops, as
well as how Apple responds to the whole flow of repair
parts into and out of the Factory,” said Roggen.
“ Right now, Lenovo does this well. Now we have
to evaluate how well Apple does this.”
Though right now reactions remain varied between
freshmen and upperclassmen on the new laptop situa
tion, only time will tell how future laptop rollouts will
be constructed and whether or not the opinions of the
students will affect it.
■'-vv

Students vs. the new Facebook
A change that has students revved up and ready to fight
Samantha Selvaggio &
Juliana Brittis
Features Editors

•

Out with the in and in with the new.
But what if the new doesn’t suit you?
Over the past couple of months, the
new Facebook lay
out has been avail
able for users to
check out, and test
their comfort level
with the new lay
out, however still
having the ability
to switch back.
Within
the
next two weeks
the switch will be
final and all users
will have to say
goodbye to original
Facebook.
But are these changes final, or is there
a loophole? Petitions have been passed
and signed, groups have been created and
flourished with members who are against
the new change.
“Facebook is meant to be a quick, fun
and easy way to see friends and communi
cate between others.
“But it has just turned into a nui
sance, what was the problem with the old

Facebook anyway?” said Megan Liguori.
used to it, hut why would I get rid of the
According Mark Slee, product man- old Facebook when I’m so used to it and I
ager for the new Facebook, the new layout ' love it,” said junior Parvin Ghazian.
was designed to be simpler and easier to
With the growing rate of groups cre
manage.
ated by students nationwide, there is a
“We wanted to make the site clean method to the madness.
and simple to reduce clutter; we wanted
Senior Kaitlin McNally said she
switched immediately after discov
ering a way around the transforma
tion.
“I couldn’t have been hap
pier to see a request to join one of
the groups to get back to the old
Facebook. I got so used to how it
operates and it’s what I want to
stick to.
“I honestly do not believe there
is a reason or especially a need for
any change,” said McNally.
There have been mixed
reviews within the Facebook com
courtesy of www.facebook.com
munity regarding the fact that users
do not have the option to choose which
to give you more control over your profile
and we wanted to focus on the recent and layout they prefer.
“I definitely think we should be able to
relevant content on the site,” said Slee, on
decide which Facebook we want to keep.
facebook.com.
Looks like there is a glimpse of hope I understand that they want to change it,
for all you Facebook aficionados. Just by but that shouldn’t take away our right to
following a few simple steps, you can choose,” junior Carolyn Brudner.
In response to concerns about the
get back the Facebook you once new and
switch, Slee said this is a final change, due
loved.
“The new Facebook is too high tech to the fact that both versions cannot be
in my opinion. If I kept it. I’m sure I’d get maintained.

If you haven’t tried already, there is a
way to get the old Facebook back, although
it is unknown how long it will last.
By entering “we want the old Facebook
back” into the search feed, you will then
gain access to various groups explaining
the steps you need to follow in order to get
the original Facebook back.
So whether or not this change is for
better or for worse, it’s up to you, to either
embrace the change or keep fighting the
Facebook fight.

LIFELINE FOR
PROBLEM GAMBLERS
Call for yourself or someone you care about
if you sense a gambling problem.

The 24-hour Problem Gambling Helpline
is confidential and toll free within
Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
The Helpline is a service of the
CT Council on Problem Gambling.

Cal! 1-800-34 NO BET
(1-800-346-6238)
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Field Hockey tops rival Stags
Mike Hauck
Staff Reporter

Friday, September 12
Field Hockey
Fairfield-1

SHU-4

W. Volleyball
Loyoki-0
SHU-3

W. Soccer
Delaware-5

SHU-1

M. Soccer
SHU-l
Adeiphi-3

Saturday, September 13
yv. Volleyball
SHU-l
UMBC-3

SHU-3
NJIT-0

Sunday, September 14
W. Soccer
SHU-1

Western Carolina-2

The Sacred Heart University women’s
field hockey team won their home opener
last Friday afternoon 4-1 against the Fairfield
University Stags.
The afternoon was plagued by a con
stant rain throughout the entire game as well
as a 30 minute delay because the officials
were stuck in traffic.
“We were soaked to the bone before the
first whistle even blew,” said senior captain
Carisa Eye. “It was great to finally get out
there and play the game, even in the condi
tions we had.”
The Stags struck first when Marit
Westenberg tipped in a rebound shot early
in the first half.
While most of the opening half was
dominated by Fairfield, Eye scored a late
equalizer with three minutes to go in the
first half.
“It was a pretty big goal,” said Eye. “It
really killed their momentum going into the
half after they really outplayed us the whole
time.”
With the game tied 1-1, the Pioneers
came out of the locker room with a chip on
their shoulders.
, “The girls came out like a totally differ
ent team,” said senior Alex Miller, an avid
women’s field hockey fan. “This is what I
live for. I love when the girls play that good.
They were firing on all cylinders today.”
scored with a Uttte
over ten minutes expired in the second half
which put Sacred Heart up by one goal. This
would prove to be the game winning goal
thanks to the solid defense that the Pioneers
maintained for the rest of the game;
Shortly after Zeyher’s goal, freshman
Chelsea Carlson banged another one past the
' Stags’ goalie to give the Pioneers a 3-1 lead.
Eye then drove another one home a
minute and a half later to put the Pioneers
ahead, 4-1.
Goalie Whitney Mills saved 10 of 11
shots during the game.
“Whitney was playing as good as I’ve

ever seen her,” said Eye. “She was really on
top of her game today.”
Eye was also very pleased with the
team’s overall performance.
“We felt that Fairfield dominated in the
first half, but we came out a different team
the second half. We made the changes that
were necessary, played together as a team,
and really just had fun. I think this is why we
came out on top.”
The victory over Fairfield was Sacred
Heart’s first of the year as their record
improved to 1-4 on the season.
“This is as well as I’ve ever seen the
girls play, and I’ve been to a ton of games
since I’ve been at SHU,” said Miller. “It was
truly a dominant, decisive win today.”
The hat-trick eluded Eye, who already
had two goals on the day before the Fairfield
goalie made two beautiful kick saves as time
expired.
“It would have been nice to get the
hat-trick, but the only thing I care about is
winning the game,” said Eye. “It was a pretty
good turnout fan-wise with all the rain.”
Senior Michael McKeever attends most

of the games and is friends with most of the
girls. Suited up in a yellow poncho he braved
the rain like the rest of the spectators and
cheered his team on to victory.
“I think the team played really well
together, especially with the new freshmen
that came up this year,” said McKeever. “I
think we have a good slyyt to win a lot of
games this year and you can bet I’ll be going
just about all of them.”
Despite torrential downpours, the newly
installed turf held did not produce any puddlej, which the Pioneers were pleased with.
“The new turf field was great,” said Eye
after getting her first chance to test it out in a
real game. “It looks really good and it’s great
to play on. I’m looking forward to being able
to play all my home games as a senior on this
field.”
The team hopes to keep their momentum
rolling into their next game and throughout
the rest of the season.
The Pioneers’ next game is on Sept. 19
at 3 p.m. in Hempstead, N.Y. against Hofstra
University.

Courtesy of Athletic Communications .

Carisa Eye attempts a pass to a teammate.

Men’s soccer falls to Adelphi 3-1
Zach Frank
Staff Reporter

Football- 2-0
M. Soccer- 1-3

IV. Soccer- 0-6
VK Vblleyball- 7-4

Field Hockey- 1-4

Three second-half goals proved to be too
much for the Sacred Heart University men’s
soccer team to overcome as they lost to the
Adelphi College Panthers 3-1 on Friday night
in Garden City, N.Y.
The Pioneers were forced to battle poor
weather conditions and numerous key inju
ries throughout the game which ultimately
15ft Coach Joe Barroso scrambling to field
enough players.
“Halfway through the second half, I had
half my starters on the bench for some type of
an injury,” said Barroso. “That’s when they
scored their three goals.”
Senior Jason Tessitore, a key player for
the Pioneers, did not travel with the team due
to an injury. Also succumbing to an injury
was another one of the team’s forwards,
junior Jesper Fredriksson, who went down
early in the second half.
While Barroso admitted that the injuries
and poor weather conditions contributed to
his team’s loss, he also believes that credit
should be given where it’s owed.
“I am a coach that does not like excuses,”

said Barroso. “The merit goes to Adelphi,
a team that is much better than what their
record indicates.”
The Pioneers began the game strong, as
sophomore Mario Mililli netted a 35-yard
shot past the Adelphi goalkeeper which gave
Sacred Heart a 1-0 lead going into halftime.
However, that was all the offense the
Pioneers could muster up on the day, as they
were held scoreless for the entire second
half.
When the Panthers came out early in the
second half and scored to tie the game at 1-1,
it appeared that the Pioneers lost some of the
momentum that they were playing with dur
ing the first half.
“We came out flat in the second half,”
said senior Luke Gagliardi. “They put high
amounts of pressure on us and once they
scored the first goal, our heads went straight
down.”
From that point on, the game seemed
to fall out of the Pioneers’ grip, as Adelphi
scored another goal in the 64* minute to take
a 2-1 lead.
The Panthers then added their third and
final goal of the game with 13 minutes left in
the second half.
It was Adelphi’s first win of the year

as they improved their record to 1-4 while
Sacred Heart’s record dropped to 1-3 with
the loss.
The Pioneers look to get back into the
win column on Saturday, Sept. 20 when they
head to New Haven, Conn, to take on the
Yale University Bulldogs under the lights at
7 p.m.
The Pioneers will have their work cut out
for them, however, as the status of many of
their injured players remains questionable.
Regardless, over the next few days,
the team will focus on getting healthier and
more conditioned to compete for 90 minutes
against their future in-conference opponents.
“We’re going to work on getting in better
shape,” said Gagliardi. “We need to prepare
ourselves for conference play.”
With conference play quickly approach
ing, the Pioneers are looking to spring back
from the tough loss suffered on Friday night.
They want to come out as a tougher team
and are aiming to play like themselves during
the next few games.
“We plan to rebound by pulling together
as a team and working for each other,” said
Gagliardi. “We can’t feel bad for ourselves.
We’re just going to have to play with some
heart.”
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W. Volleyball goes
2-1 in weekend
tourney at NJIT
Courtesy of Athletic Communications

Steve Coppola
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball team
traveled to Newark, N.J, this past weekend to compete in a
two-day tournament hosted by the New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT).
In, addition to the Pioneers, the Loyola College
Greyhounds, University of Maryland-Baltimore County
Retrievers (UMBC), and NJIT Highlanders also participated
in the tournament.
The Pioneers opened the action on Friday with a 3-0
win over Loyola. Freshman Brittany Best led the way for
Sacred Heart with 10 kills, eight digs and two aces.
In the first game, the Pioneers found themselves locked
in a 10-10 tie with the Greyhounds until they pulled away
with a 10-2 run which would give them a commanding
20-12 lead. They would go on to earn a 25-17 win in the
opening game.
Game two also featured a temporary deadlock before
Sacred Heart eventually pulled away to take the lead.
With the game tied 13-13, Sacred Heart ran off eight
consecutive points which was more than enough to wrap up
a 25-16 win.

In the third and final game. Best and fellow freshman
Maile Hetherington each registered five kills to help the
Pioneers coast through the game with relative ease en route
to a 25-17 win and a 3-0 sweep overall.
“I am extremely happy with the performance of our
team this season,” said Hetherington. “We are proving how
special this team is.”
Sacred Heart returned to the court on Saturday against
the Retrievers, however they could not continue their suc
cess from the previous game as they dropped the match by
a score of 3-1.
Throughout the four games. Sacred Heart made several
unforced errors.
At one point, they led UMBC in most of the statistical
categories, however the women could not turn the match
into a victory.
The Pioneers dropped the first game 25-21 but managed
to rebound in the second game, winning 25-22.
In the third game. Sacred Heart found themselves in a
19-19 tie before UMBC would take control and score six
of the last nine points to win the game 25-22, giving the
Retrievers a 2-1 lead in the match.
In the fourth and final game, UMBC showed that they
were determined to wrap up the victory.
The Retrievers jumped out to an
early 14-8 lead and would not look
back as they cruised to an easy vic
tory and took home the match by the
final score of 3-1.
The Pioneers had one game left
in the tournament as they took on the
host School, NJIT.
Freshman Ashyln Trimble would
collect her second double-double of
the day with 13 kills and 13 digs.
Fellow freshman Jessica Colberg
recorded 20 digs against NJIT.
Best recorded a double-double
against NJIT, finishing with 12 kills
and 10 digs while Hetherington had
11 kills.
The Pioneers held off NJIT in the
three games 25-23, 25-20, and 25-21.
This improved their record for the
tournament to 2-1 and their overall
record for the season to 6-4.
Freshmen Maile Hetherington
and Brittany Best were named to
the All-Tourhament team for the
Pioneers.
“Our team is really starting to
edine together and our goals are in
sight now,” said Hetherington. “We
can always play better and we will.”
The women traveled to Bryant
University on Sept. 16 and swept
them 3-0, improving their record to
7-4 on the season.
The Pioneers will next travel to
fh-Pvidence College in Providence,
R'.f. where they will compete in the
l^dvidence Invitational on Sept. 19
anti 20.

Courtesy of Athletic Communications

Pioneer outside hitter Ashlyn Trimble digs out a ball in a match against
Bryant University.

Cristina Soares sprints to the finish line.

Cross country quartet
competes at Fairfield,
gears up for Monmouth
Catherine Oehm
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University’s men and
women cross country teams were both in action
this past Saturday as they competed in the
Fairfield University Mini Invitational.
Yale University, the University of
Connecticut, the University of Rhode Island,
Fairfield University, Fordham University,
Southern Connecticut State University, Bryant
University, and the University of New Haven at
the Invitational all joined the Pioneers at the event
which served as a tune-up for their next race.
The Pioneer men competed in the eight-kilo
meter race while the women’s team ran strong in
the five-kilometer.
Junior Sarah Tencza ran well for the Pioneers
and finished the 5k with a time of 19:09.57 which
was good enough for fourth place overall. Junior
Christina Soares also ran for the women’s squad,
clocking in at 22:58.58 and earning a 62"'* place
finish overall.
The Pioneer men’s team also posted a strong
showing in the 5k race as junior Michael Bellio
registered a time of 30:50 while averaging 9:56
per mile. Senior Jared Scata also posted a time of
30:50 in the event.
“Seniors Luis German, David Jones, and
John Kenworthy Tiave continually been putting
up the best times on the team and providing great
leadership,” said senior Scott Matheson. “Other
top performers this season have been sophomore
Andrew Houghtalen and juniors Matt Chomey,
Brendan Rickert, and Ryan Murdoch.”
The Pioneers will next compete in the 14*
Annual Monmouth University Invitational which
takes place on Friday, Sept. 19 at Holmdel Park in
Holmdel, N.J. The event will begin at 4:15 p.m.
Sacred Heart has been getting ready for this
big event by resting up and staying in shape. Both
the men’s and women’s teams are anxious to com
pete on Friday as the atmosphere will be similar
to a postseason meet.
“We gave most of our runners a rest week
because we have a big meet coming up this Friday
in Holmdel, N.J. hosted by our rival, Monmouth,”
said Matheson. “The meet on Friday is a preview
of the NEC Championship meet which will also
be at the Holmdel course.”
The Pioneers are expecting Houghtalen,
Chomey, Rickert, Matheson and Murdoch as well
as German, Jones, and Kenworthy to score big in
the distance and middle distance events. Sacred
Heart also has a strong freshman class in place
this year which will provide them with perhaps
the deepest roster in the NEC.
The Pioneers are also determined to reach
their ultimate goal which is to repeat as NEC
Champions for Indoor and Outdoor Track.
“After being here for four years, this is defi
nitely the most talented and most driven team we
have ever put out and we are expecting nothing less
than championship rings,” said Matheson.

Sports
Aaaannnndddd so long everybody!
Rob Morgan
Sports Editor
In today’s day and age, athletes, coaches, and front
office personnel change teams more often than P. Diddy
changes his name.
For the past 19 years, however, millions of sports
fans across the tri-state area have been able to tune in to
WFAN-AM radio arid listen to Mike Francesa and Chris
“Mad Dog’’ Russo talk about the latest news in the world
of sports every weekday from 1 until 6:30 p.m.
After getting off to a rocky start nearly two decades
ago, the “Mike and the Mad Dog’’ radio program had
become arguably the best sports talk radio show in the
country and was as much the New York sports scene as
the Yankees, Mets, Giants, and Knicks.
So when rumors began to swirl this past summer
that the show was at a crossroads and the end was near, it
became difficult - even unrealistic to envision sjxjrts talk
radio without the popular tandem together.
For days, Russo denied that there was any truth to
the rumors, maintaining that he was under contract with
WFAN and that he fully intended on remaining with the
station for years to come.
Francesa, on the other hand, was far less optimistic even admitting that the future of the show was murky at
best and that everyone would just have to stay tuned to see
how things played out.
Then, on Aug. 14, Russo ended weeks of specula
tion and announced that he was leaving WFAN to pursue
another opportunity with Sirius Satellite Radio.
Russo’s abrupt departure from WFAN marks the end
of an era for Mike and the Mad Dog — one that was filled
with much laughter, sadness, and controversy.
Whether they talked about sports, movies, politics,
or even Russo’s nightmare vacations with his wife and
cranky young kids, it was always addicting and entertain
ing.
For instance, after Russo’s beloved San Francisco
Giants lost to the Anaheim Angels in the 2002 World
Series, he came on. the air the next day and threatened
to sacrifice everything he owned, including his wife and
three children, for a Giants world championship.
And who could forget the time when Russo pro
claimed his allegiance to the Yankees after becoming
annoyed with the Giants’ shoddy play - even donning a
wool hat with the interlocking N.Y. on the front. A few
weeks later, when Russo was pressed, by Francesa to admit
that Mickey Mantle was a better player than Willie Mays,
he backed down.
“What are you crazy?’’ said Russo. “I hate the
Yankees!’’
It was a vintage “Mike and the Mad Dog” moment

as Russo displayed his typi
cal goofy personality while
Francesa acted as the show’s
voice of reason.
In addition to being
known for their hard hit
ting style and tough inter
views, Francesa and Russo
believed it was their obli
gation to give back to the
community and to the fans
that have been so good to
them over the years.
On June 30,2005, Mike
and the Mad Dog launched
the WFAN radio-thon in
which they broadcasted
live for 25 straight hours
The Spectrum/Rob Morgan
in order to raise money for
Mike Francesa (left) and Chris “Mad Dog” Russo (right) on the air at Bar Anticipation
several charities.
in Lake Como, NJ.
Those who are famil
iar with talk radio can both
that Francesa came off as an arrogant personality while
understand and appreciate the
Russo
tended to scream incoherently about nothing for
daunting task of finding something to talk about for 25
six
hours.
straight hours on the air.
However, after getting to meet them in person, I came
They made it look easy, however, and with the help
away
with a much different impression of the two and an
of some spirited callers and special guests, the show was
overall
better appreciation of the work that they do.
a great success.
When
I told Russo that I was a student at Sacred
Every year, during the week leading up to the Super
Heart
University,
he quickly replied, “Ah, Sacred Heart.
Bowl, Russo would dress up as “The Marquis,” - an 18th
Make
sure
you
tell
my pal Dave Bike that he better win
century French aristocrat who would venture to WFAN
the
NEC
this
year!
”
studios in Astoria, N.Y. with a series of NFL trivia ques
I was surprised that he had even heard of Sacred
tions which he would pose to callers on the air.
Heart,
let alone being good friends with the men’s bas
The Marquis would reward those callers who
ketball
coach.
answered four consecutive questions correctly with a trip
Keep in mind these are men who have interviewed
to that year’s Super Bowl.
I still get a good laugh when picturing Russo in that thousands of professional athletes, coaches, and general
ridiculous costume and wigj^trutting Intri thiTktudto as if mutageis-ever-the years. -To think that they took the time to associate with their
he owned the place.
many fans convinced me that they were more than just
Another one of the show’s annual traditions was to
conceited talk show hosts - they were decent people who
broadcast live from the Jersey Shore on the last Friday in
did not take their show for granted.
August.
Now, as Francesa and Russo each take to the micro
The show was held at Bar Anticipation, a popular
phone on their own separate shows, the sad reality that
beach hangout spot in Lake Como, N.J. which was only a
the “Mike and the Mad Dog” show is no more has finally
short distance from Russo’s vacation spot in Manalokin,
N.J. Francesa also had just a short drive from his Long set in.
No matter how much success Russo and Francesa
Island home to Bar A. ■
will experience in their future endeavors - no question
I was fortunate enough to attend several of these
their respective shows will be instant hits. - New York
shows with a V.I.P. pass which allowed me backstage
sports radio will never be the same because there will
access and the opportunity to mingle with Mike and the
simply never be another pair quite as cohesive and as pas
Mad Dog themselves during commercial breaks.
sionate about sports as Mike and the Mad Dog.
Being an avid listener of the show for many years,
I had formed the opinion, like many other listeners.
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Women’s soccer drops pair to
Delaware and Western Carolina
Jennifer Gunderson
Staff Reporter
The Sacred Heart University women’s soccer
team dropped two games this past weekend in the Yale
Tournament in New Haven, Conn.
On Friday, the women fell to the University of
Delaware Blue Hens 5-1.
Sacred Heart’s only goal of the day was scored by
sophomore Leigh Dogmanits off an assist from junior
Ashley Testani. Sophomore Meghan Reichelt had three
saves in goal for Sacred Heart.
“In the first half, we played well, making it only 2-1
at half,” said senior Megan Wosleger. “However when
we came back out in the second half, we were flat both
offensively and defensively.”
“We didn’t communicate enough in the back
line. Miscommunications led to another four goals
against us. We can take these mistakes and easily fix
them. Communication is something that can easily be
fixed; we just have to work hard at it together. We didn’t
play well and we didn’t play our game.”
On Sunday, the women lost to the Western Carolina
Catamounts by a final score of 2-1.
The Catamounts scored their first goal only three
minutes into the game and they added another just before
the first half ended to put the Pioneers in a 2-0 hole going
into the locker room.
Sacred Heart’s lone goal of the day was scored by
senior Britney Dupree off an assist by sophomore Alex
Mack. Reichelt had two saves in goal for the Pioneers.
Dupree’s goal was shot from about 25 yards out in the
55 minute of regulation.

The Pioneers had a number of chances to put the ball
in the net, however they just could not capitalize'on these
opportunities.
“By halftime, we changed things around. We came
out a totally different team,” said Wosleger. “If only we
had played this way the entire game, we wouldn’t have
lost. We came out strong in the second half, not allowing
anyone to push us off the ball.”
“Defensively we came out flat and didn’t cornmunicate. Sunday’s game, we dominated the second half but
we couldn’t recover from the two goals we let up in the
first half,” said sophomore Brittany Cookingham.
“On the defensive side, just communicating better
with each other will help to keep the ball out of the net.
We have a strong defensive line but with just cleaning up
some things in the back nobody should be able to get by
our backline.”
“We fought hard, however we couldn’t get that sec
ond goal to tie it,” said Wosleger. “If we played that way
from the first whistle, we would have dominated and won
the game. Because our team came out flat and because
we didn’t play together from the start, we let Western
Carolina into the game.”
With the two losses, the Pioneers’ record now stands
at 0-6.
Mil -3*1,1
Despite being winless on the year, the team remains
focused on improving their game and getting into the win
column.
“I feel as though the scoreboard and the outcome of
these past few games doesn’t represent our team,” said
Cookingham. “We are a good team, we just aren’t putting
it together right now.”
On Tuesday the Pioneers head back to New Haven to
play Yale University at 7:00 p.m. ’

Courtsey of Athletic Communications

Brittney Dupee dribbles the ball towards the net -

W. Tennis squad victorious at Hofstra
the last day.”
Seventh-ranked freshman Kristina
Staff Reporter
Chao also found similar success in
Hempstead by winning her singles flight
The Sacred Heart University women’s over the squads from Seton Hall, Fairfield,
tennis team traveled to Hempstead, New and finally Hofstra, who she defeated in
York to compete in a three-day tournament the finals.
where they took home titles in both the
“Overall, I thought our {performance
singles and doubles flights.
as a team was good,” said Guastelle. “If
Radford
University,
Fairfield I had to give the team a grade, it would
University, Hofstra University, Manhattan be a ‘B.’ While we played good, there is
College, New Jersey Institute of Tecnology always room for improvement no matter
(NJIT) and Seton Hall University all joined what.”
Sacred Heart as the competitors in this
The Pioneers also found success with
tournament.
another freshman, Kate Donnelly, who
The second-ranked doubles team con finished with a 2-1 record in the tourna
sisting of junior Julianne
ment.
Kasinow and senior Nicole
Donnelly
Betz won their flight cham
was able to
*‘lfl had to give the
pionship, defeating Radford,
secure flight '
team a grade, it would wins
Seton Hall and eventually
over
Fairfield University in the
Manhattan
and
bea‘B’...”
finals.
NJIT.
-Coach
“I was very happy when
“Nicole and
Nicole and I were able to
I havent played
Mike Guastelle
clinch our last match,” said
many matches
junior Julianne Kasinow.
together, but I
“All of the teams we played were solid enjoyed playing with her,” said Kasinow.
competition and we had to fight hard to “She is very competitive, so she keeps me
win each game.”
focused throughout the match. We both
The Pioneers remained focused fed off each others good shots and came
throughout the entre tournament and Coach together to win our doubles flight.”
Mike Guastelle should be credited for this,
This weekend’s forecasts had ini
as he constantly preaches to the team the tially called for heavy winds and rain
importance of preparation for days such throughout the duration of the tourna
as Saturday.
ment.
Guastelle’s leadership and overall
The weather held up, however, and
commitment to the team may be the differ allowed the Pioneers to show why they
ence in the long run between a major title will be a major threat this year.
and second place for the Pioneers.
With a doubles team of Betz and
“I thought we played better on Sunday Kasinow, as well as two freshmen already
as compared to Saturday,” said Guastelle. significantly contributing to the team, the
“It was a long day on Saturday with some Pioneers are anxious to get the season
of our players playing as many as four underway, when every {xpint and every
matches, so I’m glad we bounced back as game will matter.
a group physically to play our best tennis
With a mixture of veteran returners

Ryan Mongillo

and key newcomers, the Sacred Heart
women’s tennis team is looking to exceed
expectations and continue to improve their
skills as the weeks go by.

The women’s tennis team returns to
action on Sept. 23 at Monmouth University
at 3:30 p.m.

HEATWAVE TANNINS STUDIO
1871 Black Rock Turnpike (In Shaw's Plaza)
Fairfield. CT 06825
203.367.8540

OPEN 7 DAYS
Monday thru Friday - 9;00 a.m. - 8;00 p.m.
Saturday - 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday - 12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
*NO MEMBERSHIP FEES
*NEW "HOT' BULBS
*10 PRO-TANNINS SYSTEMS
*1 VERSA SPA SPRAY TAN BOOTH

TyQTEb Fairfield

county's

Printable Coupon
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tannins studio*
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Printable Coupon

'Heapwave
OPITN ? DAVS

1871 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
203.367.8540

1871 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
203.367.8540

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING
$24.99

BUY ONE TAN GET ONE FREE
-Level One Beds Only-

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase
Cannot be combined with any other offer

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase
Cannot be combined with any other offer

Printable Coupon

Printable Coupon

1871 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
203.367.8540

1871 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT
203.367.8540

STANS FORSlS.OO

BUY ONE VERSA SPA SPRAY TAN
GET ONE FREE

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase
Cannot be combined with any other oner

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase
Cannot be combined with any other offer
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Melissa Hancock (#19), and Hannah Robinson (#8) look on.

OPFLIGHT
Kasinow and Betz lead Pioneers to victory at Hofstra
page 15

GOINGSTRONG
Trimble helps Pioneers improve record to 6-4
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